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La misión de Rox / All the Fairies in the Kingdom Sep 17 2021 En esta última entrega de la trilogía «Guardianes de la Ciudadela», los
destinos de los protagonistas se entrelazan una vez más, condicionados por secretos y revelaciones que pondrán en peligro los cimientos de su
relación, pero que también podrían suponer la clave para salvar su mundo de la tiranía de los monstruos. Rox ha partido a la región del oeste,
devastada por los monstruos, en busca de una aldea perdida habitada por Guardianes. Mientras una riada de supervivientes acude a la
Ciudadela en busca de un refugio seguro, tras sus muros florece un nuevo movimiento filosófico, la Senda del Manantial, cuyo líder predica el
fin del mundo conocido... para bien o para mal. Xein, por su parte, ha sido enviado a la Última Frontera, el lugar desde donde los Guardianes
defienden la civilización de la amenaza de los monstruos, y de donde pocos regresan con vida. Axlin se ha propuesto rescatarlo; mientras
prepara su viaje, y al investigar sobre la Senda del Manantial con la ayuda de Dex, encuentra pistas que la conducen a una época anterior a la
Ciudadela, donde podría hallarse el origen de la plaga de monstruos que asola su mundo. La verdad es una joya de múltiples facetas.
ENGLISH DESCRIPTION There once was a story of adventures, magic, and intrigue that no one could put down… “Glass slippers, poisoned
apples, peas under the mattresses ... Laura Gallego is a master in every way.” -Javier Ruescas Camelia is a fairy godmother who, for three
hundred years, has been helping young maidens and aspiring heroes to achieve their own happy endings. Her magic and her wit have never
failed her, but everything starts to get complicated when they entrust Simon onto her, a stable boy who desperately needs her help. Camelia

has solved many more difficult cases; but, for some reason, with Simon things begin to take inexplicable twists and turns.
North by Night Oct 07 2020 It's 1851 and Lucy Spencer's family is keeping a secret. Their Ohio home is a station on the Underground
Railroad, the network of people and places that helps fugitive slaves escape to freedom in Canada. Lucy believes in what she and her family do
to help the fugitives, even if it means putting herself in danger. So Lucy doesn't hesitate when she is asked to stay with the Widow Aurelia
Mercer and help her with a family of runaway slaves hiding in her attic. And she learns so much from her experience--about growing up, love,
and standing on her own. But what will Lucy do when she is asked to make the ultimate sacrifice and leave all she loves behind?
The Routledge Handbook of Ecofeminism and Literature May 14 2021 The Routledge Handbook of Ecofeminism and Literature explores the
interplay between the domination of nature and the oppression of women, as well as liberatory alternatives, bringing together essays from
leading academics in the field to facilitate cutting-edge critical readings of literature. Covering the main theoretical approaches and key literary
genres of the area, this volume includes: • Examination of ecofeminism through the literatures of a diverse sampling of languages, including
Hindi, Chinese, Arabic, and Spanish; native speakers of Tamil, Vietnamese, Turkish, Slovene, and Icelandic. • Analysis of core issues and
topics, offering innovative approaches to interpreting literature, including: activism, animal studies, cultural studies, disability, gender
essentialism, hegemonic masculinity, intersectionality, material ecocriticism, postcolonialism, posthumanism, postmodernism, race, and
sentimental ecology. • Surveys key periods and genres of ecofeminism and literary criticism, including chapters on Gothic, Romantic, and
Victorian literatures, children and young adult literature, mystery, and detective fictions, including interconnected genres of climate fiction,
science fiction, and fantasy, and distinctive perspectives provided by travel writing, autobiography, and poetry. This collection explores how
each of ecofeminism’s core concerns can foster a more emancipatory literary theory and criticism, now and in the future. This comprehensive
volume will be of great interest to scholars and students of literature, ecofeminism, ecocriticism, gender studies, and the environmental
humanities.
Omnia Oct 31 2022 All you have to do is imagine--the Omnia superstore has anything you could ever dream of. Where else but Omnia would
a boy go looking to replace a one-of-a-kind stuffed bunny that happens to be his baby sister's favorite toy? Scrolling through the online
retailer's extensive inventory, Nico finds what looks like a perfect match, but the item is lost somewhere in the vast Omnia warehouse. He
doesn't believe it, so he stows away in a shipment being returned to the warehouse to search for the bunny himself. Nico quickly gets stranded
on the island of Omnia, a fantastical place that does much more than sell everyday items. It is a hub for a business with intergalactic reach, and
while stray visitors to Omnia are welcomed warmly, they are not permitted to leave, ever. The adventure of a lifetime awaits Nico as he
searches for the beloved toy and tries to find a way to return home.
One Decision Jun 02 2020 A New York Times Bestseller From Dr. Phil show regular and author of the New York Times bestselling Best Self:
Be You, Only Better, a plan for taking immediate steps to improving your life Foreword by Dr. Phil McGraw It is estimated that we make
35,000 decisions every day. Right now, at least one decision we make will have a powerful ripple effect across all aspects of our life. But One
Decision isn't about taking one overwhelming big step; it's about starting with a single, important choice we can make every day: the decision
to be authentic. It is the decision to know who you are, to be who you are, and express yourself authentically. Whether you find yourself up
against a new challenge, deciding on a change in direction, or in need of a total reinvention, Coach Mike has created a powerful blueprint to

help you connect with your authenticity so that your life reflects who you truly are. With the tools in this book, you can transform what the
obstacles in your life into new opportunities. He shows you how to stop constantly over-thinking the "big" decisions and reconnect with your
gut instincts and make all of your decisions with confidence and peace of mind. And, this book helps you navigate the forces that routinely
drive your decision making, ensuring that you're motivated by facts instead of fears, clarity over confusion, and evidence over emotion. One
Decision is an inspiring and practical action plan to help you improve your life, find your purpose, improve your mental health and
relationships, work on your physical health, and even make more money. Drawing on twenty years of experience helping individuals from all
walks of life make real and lasting change, Coach Mike has a refreshing approach for motivating you to take a risk, be bold, and take real
action toward a better life. A PENGUIN LIFE TITLE
Midnight at the Barclay Hotel Apr 24 2022 Hunting ghosts and solving the case before checkout? All in a weekend's work. Read the novel that
New York Times bestselling author, Chris Grabenstein calls, "My kind of mystery!" When JJ Jacobson convinced his mom to accept a
surprise invitation to an all-expenses-paid weekend getaway at the illustrious Barclay Hotel, he never imagined that he'd find himself in the
midst of a murder mystery. He thought he was in for a run-of-the-mill weekend ghost hunting at the most haunted spot in town, but when he
arrives at the Barclay Hotel and his mother is blamed for the hotel owner's death, he realizes his weekend is going to be anything but ordinary.
Now, with the help of his new friends, Penny and Emma, JJ has to track down a killer, clear his mother's name, and maybe even meet a ghost
or two along the way.
Winners! Jan 28 2020 A comprehensive handbook with thoroughly annotated lists of the years best childrens books, lesson plans, teachers
guides, stories, songs, and Internet resources. Includes index
War of the Witches Jun 22 2019 When her mother disappears, fourteen-year-old Anaíd sets out on a dangerous journey after learning that her
mother is a witch, prophesied to be the chosen one to end an ancient war between two feuding clans.
Handbook of Radiopharmaceuticals Dec 21 2021 The thoroughly updated new edition of the authoritative reference in Radiopharmaceutical
Sciences The second edition of Handbook of Radiopharmaceuticals is a comprehensive review of the field, presenting up-to-date coverage of
central topics such as radionuclide production, synthetic methodology, radiopharmaceutical development and regulations, and a wide range of
practical applications. A valuable reference work for those new to the Radiopharmaceutical Sciences and experienced professionals alike, this
volume explores the latest concepts and issues involving both targeted diagnostic and therapeutic radiopharmaceuticals. Contributions from a
team of experts from across sub-disciplines provide readers with an immersive examination of radiochemistry, nuclear medicine, molecular
imaging, and more. Since the first edition of the Handbook was published, Nuclear Medicine and Radiopharmaceutical Sciences have
undergone major changes. New radiopharmaceuticals for diagnosis and therapy have been approved by the FDA, the number of clinical PET
and SPECT scans have increased significantly, and advances in Artificial Intelligence have dramatically improved research techniques. This
fully revised edition reflects the current state of the field and features substantially updated and expanded content. New chapters cover topics
including current Good Manufacturing Practice (cGMP), regulatory oversight, novel approaches to quality control—ensuring that readers are
informed of the exciting developments of recent years. This important resource: Features extensive new and revised content throughout Covers
key areas of application for diagnosis and therapy in oncology, neurology, and cardiology Emphasizes the multidisciplinary nature of

Radiopharmaceutical Sciences Discusses how drug companies are using modern radiopharmaceutical imaging techniques to support drug
discovery Examines current and emerging applications of Positron Emission Tomography (PET) and Single Photon Emission Computed
Tomography (SPECT) Edited by recognized experts in radiochemistry and PET imaging, Handbook of Radiopharmaceuticals: Radiochemistry
and Applications, 2 nd Edition is an indispensable reference for post-doctoral fellows, research scientists, and professionals in the
pharmaceutical industry, and for academics, graduate students, and newcomers in the field of radiopharmaceuticals.
The Idhun Chronicles Vol 2: The Resistance: Revelation Nov 19 2021 Experience the hit anime Netflix show as a graphic novel series!
Alsan, now Alexander, has returned to Earth and wants to re-organize the Resistance. And must locate Jack and Victoria and prepare them to
fight. What dangerous adventures will they be involved in this time? The graphic novel based on Laura Gallego's books continues on, in the
fight for peace in the world of Idhun.
Memorias de Idhún Jul 04 2020 Jack y Victoria no han acabado todavía su misión, deben acabar con el mortífero Kirtash y reunir de nuevo a
la Resistencia. Sin embargo, después de años sin verse se han producido cambios importantes en su vida y tendrán que resolverlos primero
para poder triunfar en esta nueva batalla. ¿Podrán aunar sus esfuerzos y terminar con éxito esta importante tarea? Una historia emocionante
que atrapa desde la primera página.
The Legend of the Wandering King Aug 29 2022 Motivated by jealousy and the desire to receive acclaim as a great poet, Walid ibn Huyr, a
prince of ancient Arabia, commits acts which completely change the course of his life.
Skyward Vol. 1: My Low-G Life Feb 08 2021 One day, gravity on Earth suddenly became a fraction of what it is now. Twenty years later,
humanity has adapted to its new low-gravity reality. And to Willa Fowler, who was born just after G-day, it's pretty awesome. You can fly
through the air! I mean, sure, you can also die if you jump too high. So you just don't jump too high. And maybe don't get mixed up in your
dad's secret plan to bring gravity back that could get you killedÉ From writer JOE HENDERSON (showrunner of Fox's Lucifer) and artist
LEE GARBETT (Lucifer, Loki: Agent of Asgard) comes the story of a young womanÕs journey to find her place in a world turned upside
down. Collects SKYWARD #1-5
Winners Handbook Nov 27 2019
Omnia Dec 09 2020
The Promise of Rain Mar 12 2021 They call him the Hound of Hell.... Lord Roland Strathmore has been ordered by the king to find and
capture Lady Kyla Warwick, a noblewoman running from rumors of scandal and murder. One of England's fiercest warriors, Strathmore is
torn between his loyalty to the king and his pledge to the elusive woman he has never met. For Strathmore was once betrothed to the fiery
Lady Kyla--until her family's fall from grace halted plans for their union. When Kyla is seized by Strathmore, she vows to seek vengeance
against the man she considers a traitor. But she's surprised when her hatred for her newfound enemy is matched by a powerful attraction--a
temptation at odds with her desire to reclaim her freedom. Fueled by his own unspoken passion, Strathmore is willing to risk everything to
help his beautiful captive discover the truth about her shocking past--even if only the most desperate act will save her from further ruin...or
perhaps even death.
The Peasant Queen Oct 26 2019 After running away from home, Krystal is transported to a faraway kingdom where an evil tyrant is bent on

taking the crown - and Krystal's hand in marriage. But when she falls in love with the rightful heir to the throne, she must make an impossible
choice: sacrifice her one chance at happiness or face the destruction of an entire kingdom.
Phase Theory Jan 10 2021 This book provides a detailed and up to date review of the framework of phases (Chomsky 2000 and subsequent
work). It explores the interaction between the narrow syntactic computation and the external systems from a minimalist perspective. As has
sometimes been noted, "Phase Theory" is the current way to study the cyclic nature of the system, and 'phases' are therefore the natural locality
hallmark, being directly relevant for phenomena such as binding, agreement, movement, islands, reconstruction, or stress assignment. This
work discusses the different approaches to phases that have been proposed in the recent literature, arguing in favor of the thesis that the points
of cyclic transfer are to be related to uninterpretable morphology (the ?-features on the heads C and v*). This take on phases is adopted in
order to investigate raising structures, binding, subjunctive dependents, and object shift (word order) in Romance languages, as well as the
nature of islands.
Heart of Jupiter Apr 12 2021 By the winner of the 2015 Spanish National Prize for Children's and Young Adult Literature, "Heart of Jupiter"
is the story of a teenage girl, Isla, who moves home and has to start over at a new school in Region. Here she makes friends with Mar, who
helps her adjust to her new circumstances, but she also comes across Oak, who is determined to make her life miserable and seems to bear a
grudge. She spends her nights chatting online with Jupiter. They share a common passion for the stars. Isla finds solace in their relationship,
but Mar remains unconvinced and would prefer to see Isla in a relationship with Anxo, a boy from their school, someone she has actually seen.
Isla is insistent, however: Jupiter and she have arranged to meet on Midsummer's Eve, when they will finally discover whether their online
relationship is for real... Other titles in the series Galician Wave include: "Winter Letters" by Agustin Fernandez Paz, "I Love You Leo A.
Destination Somewhere" by Rosa Aneiros, "Dragal I: The Dragon's Inheritance" by Elena Gallego Abad, "The Painter with the Hat of
Mallows" by Marcos Calveiro and "Dove and Cut Throat" by Fina Casalderrey."
Imaginative Ecologies Feb 20 2022 "Imaginative Ecologies : Inspiring Change through the Humanities highlights the role literature and visual
arts play in fostering sustainability. It weaves together contributions by international scholars, practitioners and environmental activists whose
insights are brought together to illustrate how creative imaginations can inspire change. One of the most outstanding characteristic of this
volume is its interdisciplinarity and its varied methods of inquiry. The field of environmental humanities is discussed together with ideas such
as the role of the public intellectual and el buen vivir. Examples of ecofiction from the UK, the US and Spain are analysed while artistic
practices aimed at raising awareness of the effects of the Anthropocene are presented as imaginative ways of reacting against climate change
and rampant capitalism"-Alas negras Jul 28 2022 El ángel femenino Ahriel ha recobrado su libertad y obtenido su venganza, pero aún hay algo que debe hacer. Tras
acudir a rendir cuentas a sus semejantes en la Ciudad de las Nubes, se dispone a reanudar la búsqueda de la mágica prisón de Gorlian para
recuperar aquello que dejó atrás al escapar. Está decidida a hacer cualquier cosa para encontrarlo, incluso interrogar a la única persona que
sabe dónde se oculta. Llegar hasta ella no será fácil, pero Ahriel no estará sola esta vez...
The Valley of the Wolves Jun 26 2022 Chosen to study at an academy of high sorcery known as the Tower, ten-year-old Dana finds herself, as
her apprenticeship in magic progresses, growing increasingly curious about the history of the Tower and the true nature of her invisible best

friend Kai.
The Idhun Chronincles Vol 1 Sep 29 2022 A boy suddenly orphaned fights his parents' killer to save a planet, and discovers a new world of
danger -- and wonder. Jack, a teenager from Earth, has a dire premonition...something is wrong; however, he cannot imagine the change he
will experience in his life when he gets back home. There he finds his parents have died and is transported by two mysterious strangers to a
magical world. Together with Victoria, a girl he has just met, he will start a fight of unexpected proportions. Their fate will be inexorably
linked to the Resistance, a small group fighting for the freedom of a world called Idhún. Will he be able to restore the lost peace? A story that
mixes adventure, magic and love, and which shows values ??such as overcoming difficulties, courage and unconditional friendship. Based on
the novels by Laura Gallego. And now an animated series on Netflix!
Kintsugi Dec 29 2019 Discover how to embrace the imperfect with Kintsugi. Apply this ancient principle to your life and you will learn how
to repair yourself, rebuild your life and love your flaws. Japanese Kintsugi masters delicately patch up broken ceramics with gold adhesive,
leaving the restoration clearly visible to others. Psychologist Tomás Navarro believes that we should approach our lives with the same
philosophy. Everyone faces suffering, but it is the way in which we overcome our troubles, and heal our emotional wounds, that is key. We
shouldn't conceal our repairs, they are proof of our strength. Navarro presents real solutions to genuine problems that he has seen in his
professional practice. His anecdotes demonstrate that it is possible to transform adversity or setbacks into a strength. His psychological
understanding and perspective will leave you feeling courageous and prepared, should you experience misfortune, be it heartbreak, a job loss
or bereavement. Often practised alongside Ikigai (or the art of finding one's life purpose), Kintsugi shows you how happiness can be found
again, often against all odds. A painful experience can in fact make you a more determined individual, ready to face the world with optimism.
'Kintsugi, which translates as "golden joinery", is the latest lifestyle trend promising to transform our lives.' - The Telegraph
Sokka, the Sword Master (Avatar: The Last Airbender) Jun 14 2021 Avatar: The Last Airbender's Sokka is feeling a little down after seeing his
friends heroically put out a raging fire. He can't bend any of the elements. In fact, he's a master of nothing! So when Aang suggests that he find
someone to teach him sword skills, Sokka jumps at this idea. He can become a master sword fighter!
Clinical Small Animal Internal Medicine Sep 25 2019 Clinical Small Animal Internal Medicine is a comprehensive, practical reference
designed to meet the needs of veterinary practitioners and students alike. Covering all aspects of small animal internal medicine, this
innovative guide provides clinically relevant material, plus podcasts and continual updates online. Concise, identically-formatted chapters
allow readers to quickly find the most essential information for clinical veterinary practice. Contributions from academic and clinical experts
cover general medicine subjects, including patient evaluation and management, critical care medicine, preventative care, and diagnostic and
therapeutic considerations. Topics relevant to daily clinical practice are examined in detail, ranging from endocrine, cardiovascular,
respiratory, and infectious disease to oncology, dermatology, metabolic orthopedic disease, gastroenterology, and hepatology. A companion
website features podcasts and updated information. An important addition to the library of any practice, this clinically-oriented text: Presents
complete, practical information on small animal internal medicine Provides the background physiology required to understand normal versus
abnormal in real-world clinical settings Includes general medicine topics not covered in other internal medicine books Focuses on information
that is directly applicable to daily practice Features podcasts and continual updates on a companion website Carefully tailored for the needs of

small animal practitioners and veterinary students, Clinical Small Animal Internal Medicine is an invaluable, reader-friendly reference on
internal medicine of the dog and cat.
Congressional Record Aug 17 2021
El secret del Xein (Guardians de la Ciutadella 2) Aug 24 2019 Els camins de l'Axlin i del Xein tornen a creuar-se, però ells semblen més
distants que mai. Axlin treballa a la biblioteca i segueix recopilant informació per completar el seu bestiari mentre investiga una presència
inusual de monstres dins els murs de la Ciutadella. A més a més, quan intenta ajudar el seu amic Dex amb un problema personal, es veu
embolicada en un conflicte que implica a diverses famílies aristocràtiques de la ciutat vella. El Xein, d'altra banda, s'ha convertit en un més
dels Guardians que protegeixen els habitants de la Ciutadella dels monstres que els amenacen. La seva lleialtat a la Guàrdia l'obliga a amagar
els seus nous coneixements a la resta de la gent i especialment a l'Axlin, cosa que fa que es creï un altre mur entre tots dos. Tot això farà que
s'enfrontin cada vegada que es tornin a trobar, però també encendrà una flama que cremarà amb més força a causa del seu passat comú.
1001 Children's Books You Must Read Before You Grow Up Jul 16 2021 1001 Children's Books You Must Read Before You Grow Up is the
perfect introduction to the very best books of childhood: those books that have a special place in the heart of every reader. It introduces a
wonderfully rich world of literature to parents and their children, offering both new titles and much-loved classics that many generations have
read and enjoyed. From wordless picture books and books introducing the first words and sounds of the alphabet through to hard-hitting and
edgy teenage fiction, the titles featured in this book reflect the wealth of reading opportunities for children.Browsing the titles in 1001
Children's Books You Must Read Before You Grow Up will take you on a journey of discovery into fantasy, adventure, history,
contermporary life, and much more. These books will enable you to travel to some of the most famous imaginary worlds such as Narnia,
Middle Earth, and Hogwart's School. And the route taken may be pretty strange, too. You may fall down a rabbit hole, as Alice does on her
way to Wonderland, or go through the back of a wardrobe to reach the snowy wastes of Narnia.
Cuando me veas Mar 31 2020
The Idhun Chronicles Oct 19 2021 There are those among us, all of whom have had near death experiences, who now have an ability called a
Soul-Skill which allows them access to the skill-sets of the dead; fighter, mechanic, sniper. Anything. This ability connects them in this realm
to the soul, and its skill, in the next. Pilot. Hacker. Assassin. Anything. While not everyone who touches death is able to retain this ability
those who do have formed two warring guilds: Caretakers and Dark Hearts. The Caretaker's mission? To use the power of the dead to protect
the living. Welcome to Graveyard Wars. All his life Ethan Noble felt he was different; unstable, crazy. How else to explain his ability to
master so many different skills only to have them vanish time after time. All her life Carter Noble has tried in vain to help her brother. Raise
him, shield him, understand him. An impossible task, even for a twin, because no matter how hard Ethan tried to explain his behavior Carter
was never able to understand and any attempt to enlist help from Sebastian, their father, was met with an icy stare and stony silence. What all
three Nobles will soon learn is that in a world where the secrets someone takes to their grave are no longer safe you need family more than
ever. The problem? When Ethan and Carter uncover a web of lies that led to their mother's death they're lead straight to their father. Brought to
you by AJ Lieberman, writer of Image Comics (COWBOY NINJA VIKING, TERM LIFE), DC (Gotham Knights, Harley Quinn, War
Games) and Scholastic (THE SILVER SIX). Illustrated by Andrew Sebastian Kwan and Darren Rawlings.

Phoenix Rising Nov 07 2020 Nyle's life with her grandmother on their Vermont sheep farm advances rhythmically through the seasons until
the night of the accident at the Cookshire nuclear power plant. Without warning, Nyle's modest world fills with protective masks, evacuations,
contaminated food, disruptions, and mistrust. Nyle adjusts to the changes. As long as the fallout continues blowing to the East, Nyle, Gran, and
the farm can go on. But into this uncertain haven stumble Ezra Trent and his mother, "refugees" from the heart of the accident, who take
temporary shelter in the back bedroom of Nyle's house. The back bedroom is the dying room: It took her mother when Nyle was six; it stole
away her grandfather just two years ago. Now Ezra is back there and Nyle doesn't want to open her heart to him. Too many times she's let
people in, only to have them desert her. Karen Hesse's voice and vision are grounded in truth; she takes on a nearly unharnessable subject,
contains it, and makes it resonate with honesty. Part love story, part coming of age, Phoenix Rising is a tour de force by a gifted writer.
Trauma and Identity in Contemporary Irish Culture Aug 05 2020 Makes a case for the value of trauma and memory studies as a means of
casting new light on the meaning of Irish identity in a number of contemporary Irish cultural practices, and of illuminating present-day
attitudes to the past.
Permission to Glow Feb 29 2020 Ignite your consciousness to live-and lead-with power and purpose Like an all-you-can-eat buffet, our world
is constantly giving us too much of everything: stimulation, anxiety, information, responsibilities, challenges. Our work as leaders, then, is to
expand our spiritual capacity to hold more of what life and business constantly throws at us. Our work is to live with purpose, strengthening
our relationship with our own power, and unleashing the collective power of others: our colleagues, our staff, our friends, our kids-even the
neighbour who wakes us up daily with a leaf blower. Purpose-driven living pulls others up and calls them forward. In this transformational
guide to conscious leadership, Fortune 100 executive coach, meditation expert, and host of This Epic Life podcast Kristoffer Carter shows you
how to transcend the overwhelm and disruption of daily life and step into your power. With a unique blend of irreverent humor, pop culture
references, and spiritual insight, he reveals the 4 Permissions that offer you the fuel to glow, and The 7 Compassionate Laws of Personal
Change for activating and living these permissions. With guided journal prompts, invocations, daily affirmations, and powerful exercises, you
will override the default behaviors that resist change. Stepping into your full potential, you will uncover your purpose, and become a guiding
light for others. Whether you lead a team of one (yourself) or a team of thousands, tending to your internal work allows you to step forward,
into the light. Your glow attracts allies, investors, and raving fans. Are you ready to throw the switch?
Imaginative Ecologies Sep 05 2020 This book explores how “imaginative ecologies,” expressed in visual cultures and literature, promote
environmental awareness through the exercise of the imagination. It proves that literary and artistic creations can foster empathy, inspiring the
change needed for a more sustainable world.
Alas negras Jan 22 2022
La maldicion del maestro / The Master's Curse Jul 24 2019 Dana, la actual Señora de la Torre, deberá enfrentarse nuevamente al Maestro;
junto a Fenris, el elfo, tendrá que impedir que se cumpla la venganza del Amo de la Torre. ¿Conseguirán nuestros héroes que triunfe su
rebelión? Imaginación y fantasía se unen en esta historia de luchas y seres mágicos.
Ailes noires May 02 2020 Après avoir vaincu un puissant démon, le Dévastateur, et châtié les conspirateurs, Ahriel se présente devant le
Conseil angélique pour solliciter une faveur : l’autorisation d’ouvrir les portes de l’enfer. En effet, elle souhaite retrouver Gorlian et

démanteler définitivement la secte responsable du réveil des forces maléfiques. Malheureusement, les réponses se trouvent dans les
profondeurs de la terre. Si l’enjeu paraît de taille, il n’est cependant pas la seule motivation d’Ahriel... Parviendra-t-elle à convaincre ses pairs
et à soutenir le regard d’Ubuzaniel sans révéler ses véritables intentions ?
Alas negras 2 May 26 2022
Todas las hadas del reino / All the Fairies in the Kingdom Mar 24 2022 La nueva novela de Laura Gallego: érase una vez una historia de
aventuras, magia e intriga que nadie podía dejar de leer... «Zapatos de cristal, manzanas envenenadas, guisantes debajo de los colchones...
Laura Gallego es una maestra en todos los sentidos.».-Javier Ruescas Camelia es un hada madrina que lleva trescientos años ayudando con
gran eficacia a jóvenes doncellas y a aspirantes a héroe para que alcancen sus propios finales felices. Su magia y su ingenio nunca le han
fallado, pero todo empieza a complicarse cuando le encomiendan a Simón, un mozo de cuadra que necesita su ayuda desesperadamente.
Camelia ha solucionado casos más difíciles; pero, por algún motivo, con Simón las cosas comienzan a torcerse de forma inexplicable...
ENGLISH DESCRIPTION There once was a story of adventures, magic, and intrigue that no one could put down… “Glass slippers, poisoned
apples, peas under the mattresses ... Laura Gallego is a master in every way.” -Javier Ruescas Camelia is a fairy godmother who, for three
hundred years, has been helping young maidens and aspiring heroes to achieve their own happy endings. Her magic and her wit have never
failed her, but everything starts to get complicated when they entrust Simon onto her, a stable boy who desperately needs her help. Camelia
has solved many more difficult cases; but, for some reason, with Simon things begin to take inexplicable twists and turns.
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